Carotid intima-media thickness is greater but carotid plaque prevalence is lower in black compared with white subjects.
Carotid IMT is widely used as a surrogate marker for atherosclerosis. Prospective studies in largely white populations demonstrate that it is strongly associated with carotid plaque and is an independent predictor of stroke. There are few data from black populations. In a previous study, we showed that carotid IMT is increased in black individuals in the UK. The purpose of this study was to confirm this with a larger sample size and to establish whether raised IMT in black stroke-free individuals is associated with increased carotid plaque. High-resolution sonography was used to measure the CCA-, BIF-, and ICA-IMT and plaque in 306 black and 281 white healthy individuals recruited by random community sampling from London, U.K. Mean CCA-IMT was determined by using a semiautomated computer program that detects the blood/intima borderline and the media/adventitia borderline with the use of a gray-value algorithm. CCA-IMT was higher in black compared with white individuals after controlling for cardiovascular risk factors and socioeconomic status (β = 0.050; 95%CI, 0.024-0.076; P < .001). BIF- and ICA-IMT were also increased in black subjects. In contrast, carotid plaque was more common in white individuals (OR, 2.90; 95%CI, 1.41-5.96; P = .004). The lack of correlation between increased IMT and carotid plaque in black individuals implies that IMT should not currently be used as a surrogate marker of atherosclerosis in black populations. It suggests that the increased IMT seen in black individuals may not represent early atherosclerosis.